Ballot Measures
Voters Guide Nov. 2022

This November, there will be TEN measures on your ballot that will impact many of our fundamental rights. Visit pimadems.org/guide for more resources and information.

### YES

- 209 **yes** to PROTECT AZ from predatory collection of healthcare debt
- 309 **no** to PROTECT voting rights
- 211 **yes** to ELIMINATE dark money in AZ politics
- 128 **no** to prevent the legislature from arbitrarily repealing citizen initiatives
- 308 **yes** to SUPPORT undocumented and DREAMER students
- 129 **no** to defend the accessibility of the citizen initiative process
- 310 **yes** to support rural fire districts with 10 cents on every $100 sales tax
- 132 **no** to safeguard the power of citizens’ voices in our democratic system

### NO

- 209 **no** to PROTECT voting rights
- 309 **yes** to PROTECT voting rights
- 211 **no** to ELIMINATE dark money in AZ politics
- 128 **yes** to prevent the legislature from arbitrarily repealing citizen initiatives
- 308 **no** to SUPPORT undocumented and DREAMER students
- 129 **yes** to defend the accessibility of the citizen initiative process
- 310 **no** to support rural fire districts with 10 cents on every $100 sales tax
- 132 **yes** to safeguard the power of citizens’ voices in our democratic system

### JUDGES

- **yes** to retain all but those named below
- **no** to creation of new Lieutenant Governor office

- **William G. Montgomery**
- **(revised)** to stop exemptions for property tax cut.
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